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Document 47 

2 1 tass corrs aleksandr kanishchev/igor peskov on 11 mar press conf at 
soviet foreign ministry press center by vitaliy churkin, on various world 
issues, incl damascus declaration, baker's forthcoming visit to ussr, gulf 
settlement. (350 text sent: tasse 1730; 3 min: arabic 1600) 

3 2 anon tass diplomatic corr intvw with eduard shevardnadze, former ussr 
foreign minister, president of foreign policy assn, on expectations for 
his upcoming trip to italy and vatican and his meetings with various 
european politicians. (text 500 text sent: tassr 0923 tasse 1144) 

4 3 sergey koshkin intvw with vladimir (rybakov), member institute of world 
economics and intI relations at soviet acad of sciences, on question of 
redistribution of oil production quotas to be discussed at current geneva 
opec meeting, assessing economic consequences of gulf crisis. (3.5 min: 
enginter 1210 1510 1810 2000 2110 spanla 2300 german 1600 spanish 2100 
greek 2000 polish 1600 serbo 2000 burm 1430 indo 1530 camb 1230) 

5 4 "focus on asia": incl anon onturkish president's visit to soviet union 
(5 min); (kontratyev) on second round of japan-dprk talks for 
normalization of relations (4 min, sent); anon on chinese tea (3 min). 
(korean 1100) 

6 5 radio moscow listeners' intI club. (30 min: amharic 1500) 
7 6 intI club of listeners of radio moscow: roundup reports from clubs in 

mexico, spain, listeners requests. (hungarian 2000) 
8 7 "mailbag." (rpt frenchinter 091800, item 10 on 10 mar list) (frenchinter 

101800) 
9 8 roundup listeners' letters: response worldwide to appeal for donation to 

leukemia-afflicted daughter of broadcaster, chinese list.eners' concern 
over sov pol-eco problems. (25 min: mand 0700) 

10 9 "mailbag": review latam listeners letters voicing concern over situation 
in mideast, on contents of radio program. (5 min: spanla 0000) 

11 DISARM 
12 10 military expert captain aleksandr yakov on soviet arms reductions and 

western claims that ussr is manipulating its armed forces to appeal to be 
complying with arms reduction agreements. (4 min, sent: enginter 2000) 

13 UNITED STATES 
14 11 (mayerov) on soviet-u.s. relations in light of gulf crisis. (rpt 

enginter 051210, item 15 on 5 mar list) (3.5 min: hind 1200 mand 0100) 
15 12 indistinct commentary on u.s.-ussr relations. (5 min: bulgarian 1600) 
16 13 item about contract signed by (leninatsk) company and gillette intI for 

establishment of joint venture petersburgh products intI. (enginter 
052300, item 16 on 5 mar list) (enginter 2300) 

17 AMERICAS 
18 14 "friendship rhythm": review latam listeners letters, item on soviet 

artists who have visited cuba. (20 min: spancuba 0130) 
19 TB1203153091TAKE1 
20 15 "latam in focus": leonid levchenko on municipal elections in el 
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salvador where guerrillas observed truce declared for event. (4 min: 
spanla 2300 portbraz 2300) 

21 16 aleksandr gromov lima dispatch on farmer in cusco who witnessed ufo 
taking off. (3 min: spanla 2300) 

22 17 anon on news conf held by uruguayan legislator (antonio moreira) at end 
of visit to ussr. (rpt spanla 102300, item 15 on 10 mar list) (spanla 
0000) 

23 GERMANY 
24 18 yuriy sol ton on significance of ratification of treaties between ussr 

and germany. (rpt enginter 051210, item 24 on 5 mar list) (serbo 102000 
hind 1200 lao 1030) 

25 19 intvw with pds exec member jochen willerding on party's 2d congress in 
berlin, addressing key pds objectives, deploring all-out discrimination 
against pds members. (5 min: german 1600) 

26 20 svetlana kolosova on postponement of soviet-germans congress which was 
due to be held in moscow from 12 mar, recalling her intvw with alma ata 
radios adam maerz on congress agenda, also intvw with member society for 
german rebirths heinrich (groth), on his organizations plans for an 
unofficial congress on 12 mar as planned. (5 min: german 1600) 

27 21 "topical subject": boris melnichenko on frg govt's 24dm billion support 
package for former gdr territories. (6 min: german 1700) 

28 VEST EUROPE 
29 22 (name indistinct) on resumption of eec-soviet talks on granting 

financial aid to ussr. (5 min: romanian 1700) 
30 23 "good evening, austria": irina akomova on austro-soviet affairs (3 

min); anon tass vienna dispatch on austrian energy assn conf to discuss 
ways of supporting energy supply to eastern europe (2 min); anon izvestiya 
corr intvw with karolin kunert, head 'oesterreichische kreditanstalt' 
banks moscow office, on her career as young female bank manager (4 min); 
report on kaliningrad chamber music festival marking this years 200th 
anniv of death of wolfgang amadeus mozart (6 min). (germaust 1930) 

31 24 aleksandr pogodin on gorbachev-major meeting. (rpt enginter 061210, 
item 32 on 6 mar list) (enginter 0000 serbo 102000) 

32 25 tass corr mikhail stepovik bonn dispatch on 11 mar talks between 
british prime minister john major and german chancellor helmut kohl, on 
formation of an economic, monetary and political union of european 
community, and prospects for peace in mideast. (300 text: tasse 2001) 

33 26 "program for belgian listeners." (rpt frenchinter 071800, item 33 on 8 
mar list) (frenchinter 101800) 

34 AFRICA 
35 27 "africa as we see it": aleksandr smirnov on lisbon talks on angolan 

settlement (rpt enginter 091630, segment item 24 on 9 mar list); aleksey 
litvinov on continuing struggla with corruption in nigeria, which 
according to admin officials say permeates society, noting specialists 
believe it began to spread after biafra war when thousands of demobilized 
soldiers and officers wre given jobs either for connections or bribes, 
quoting babangida that a new war againsw corrupt circles will be most 
substantial, quoting leader of social democratic party that corruption was 
endemic in nigeria and its roots should be cu~ (4 min). (enginter 0630) 

36 28 "africa as we see it": yuriy zhuravlev on weekend violence between anc 
and inkatha supporters in south african townships, maintaining violence is 
triggered by those who oppose change from apartheid to non-racial 
democratic relations, mentioning security force recently received secret 
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documents showing that a boer republican army is operating in south 
africa, that its main strategy is to f9ment instability and chaos and 
wreck all possibilities of negotiations on dismantling racial 
dicrimination, also noting militarization of rightwing sections of society 
which is incompatible with democratic reforms taking place in country (4 
min); vladimir borisov on reports that insurgents continue to operate in 
north and north-east uganda, noting govt has done much during its five 
years in power but it has not managed to pacify north and north eastern 
parts of country where rebel groups plunder population under guise of 
political struggle with regime, stressing gangs pose political dangers, 
though one difficulty for an opposition alliance is that rebels are 
flagrantly criminal, despite this, however, some rebel leaeers are 
striving to rectify situation (5 min). (enginter 1630; zhuravlev only, 
swahili 1700) 

37 29 "africa as we see it": yuriy zhuravlev on violence in south africa (rpt 
enginter 111630, above; nataliya anikina), scientist at africa institute, 
describing harmful effects of industrial pollution on africa (6.5 min). 
(enginter 1930) 

38 TB1203153191TAKE2 
39 30 "africa speaking": yuriy zhuravlev intvw with gen olusegun obasanjo, on 

nigerian-soviet ties. (rpt enginter 040630, item 26 on 4 mar list) 
(enginter 1930) 

40 31 aleksandr mikhailov on eprdf claim to have liberated gojam, noting olf 
has also claimed it is fighting for liberation of country from mengistu 
haile marian govt, maintaining central govt is aware of objectives of 
these rebel movements, ethiopian govt has made some reforms in econ 
sector, which are supported by western world, however, there is also need 
for political reform, stressing both govt and opposition groups still hold 
their stubborn stands as far as peace talks are concerned, stressing addis 
ababa govt should grasp prevailing situation and be willing to compromise 
in peace talks. (3.5 min: amharic 101500) 

41 32 "east africa this week": rpt amahric 091500, item 32 on 10 mar list) 
(amharic 101500) 

42 33 yelena korneyeva intvw with (andrey pegushev), soviet historian, re 
publication in ussr of a history of zambia, on diversities in african 
countries, noting although there are many apparent similarities, he 
believes there should he a re-written history of soviet aid to africa, and 
does not consider that aid was disinterested, stressing soviet-african 
relations must only be mutually beneficial. (6.5 min: enginter 1630) 

43 34 "program for farmers": discussing cotton cultivation in africa. (rpt 
enginter 040630, item 27 on 4 mar list) (enginter 0630) 

44 MIDEAST 
45 35 tass intI analyst yuriy tyssovskiy discussing prospefts for a mideast 

settlement in wake of persian gulf war and baker's mideast tour. (400 
text sent: tasse 1524) 

46 36 tass intI analyst albert balebanov reviewing eec policy on mideast 
settlement following tour by eec delegation of near and mideast aimed at 
probing ways to peacefuilly settle arab-israeli conflict. (400 text sent: 
tasse 1332) 

47 37 zlatorunskiy on baker's visit to israel pointing out that this visit is 
different as it comes after defeat of iraq, maintaining arab element can 
playa decisive role in settlement of mideast question, quoting qadhafi 
message to unsc that iraqi was punished for not complying with un 
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resolutions, but what about israel? (arabic 1600) 
48 38 yuriy solton on baker's coming meeting with israeli leaders, toward 

finding solution to arab israeli conflict. (3.5 min, sent: enginter 1210 
1510 1810 2000 2110 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 german 1600 spanish 2100 
arabic 1500 persian 1500 ambaric 1500 swahili 1700 polish 1600 serbo 2000 
mand 1400 urdu 1100 beng 1300 indo 1530; poor: bulgarian 1600) 

49 39 nicosia dispatch on unrest sweeping iraq in wake of gulf war, quoting 
iraqi news agency INA that iraq's interior minister ali hasan al-majid has 
toured northern iraq to calIon population to rebuff enemies and traitors 
and disrupt plot hatched by u.s. and its zionist allies. (400 text: tasse 
1731) 

50 40 anon on reviewing current events in iraq, re end of gulf conflict. 
(c/r enginter 091210, item 29 on 9 mar list) (amharic 101500) 

51 41 (name indistinct) on post-war situation in gulf, plans for kuwait's 
reconstruction. (5 min: romanian 1700) 

52 42 tass roundup reports on prospects for settlement in near east. (approx 
900 words: tassr 1935) 

53 43 summaries intvw with turkish prime minister ozal on his upcoming visit 
to ussr. (c/r tasse 101939, item 52 on 10 mar list) (300 text sent: tasse 
1144; 4-3 min: arabic 1500 turkish 1430 1830) 

54 44 mikhail barishev intvw with aleksandr belonogov on eve of turkish prime 
minister ozal's visit to ussr. (11 min: turkish 1430) 

55 45 anatoliy koritskiy/petr chernov report on ozal's coming visit to ussr, 
discussing wide range of topics which will be discussed in field of 
economic cooperation between two countries, quoting intvw with president 
ozal on eve of his departure for moscow, also quoting intvw with soviet 
foreign ministry official leonid (manjosin) on good prospects for 
soviet-turkish future relations. (4.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 
german 1600 persian 1500 polish 1600 urdu 1100 hind 1200 beng 1300 burm 
1430 indo 1530; anon: mand 1000 1400) 

56 TB1203153291TAKE3 
57 46 reports on kremlin talks 11 mar between gorbachev and turkish president 

ozal, with gist remarks exchanged. (300 text sent: tasse 1913 tassr 1843; 
3 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300; 2-1 min: tv 1800 enginter 2000 2100 2200 
2300 german 1700 spanish 2100 turkish 1830 greekcy 1730 greek 2000 sebro 
2000; brief: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 hungarian 2000) 

58 47 summary anon izvestiya on turkish president ozal and his policy. (4 
min: kor 0900) 

59 48 oleg polovko report on development of soviet-turkish commercial 
relations in light of official visit to moscow by turkish president ozal 
starting today. (300 text sent: tasse 1347) 

60 49 anon on turkish president ozal's moscow visit, giving account of his 
arrival, listing agenda for visit, noting gorbachev receiving ozal in 
kremlin and friendly talks that ensued, mentioning mideast situation and 
bilateral relations which were discussed during talks last nearly three 
hours, briefly quoting soviet spokesman churkin on results of visit. (3 
min: serbo 2000) 

61 50 "soviet union and turkey -- on path of good-neighborliness". (rpt 
turkish 091430, item 34 on 9 mar list) (turkish 1830) 

62 SOUTH ASIA 
63 51 igor demichev on political uncertainty in india following shekhar's 

resignation. (rpt hind 101200, item 53 on 10 mar list) (urdu 1100) 
64 52 nikolay yevgenikov intvw with soviet navy commander on his visit to 
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india. (rpt hind 081200, item 50 on 8 mar list) (hind 1200 burm 1200) 
65 53 georgy kirichatiy delhi dispatch on resumption of indian parliament 

session 11 mar to pass budget and other bills, noting demands for 
dissolution of parliament and fresh elections by various parties. (4 min: 
beng 1300) 

66 54 (denikov) on sri lankan issue re (hamil) minority race. (3 min: korean 
0900) 

67 CHINA 
68 55 summary izvestiya on anticorruption struggle in china. (4 min: korean 

0900 lao 1030) 
69 56 radio journal on overseas chinese: ivanov intvw with chinese fighter 

who served red army in soviet civil war (10 min); report on how chinese 
center in alma-ata establishes cultural link with hangzhou univ (8 min). 
(mand 102200) 

70 ASIAN COMMUNIST 
71 57 anon on importance of cease-fire in cambodia. (rpt camb 101230, item 

57 on 10 feb list) (camb 1230 viet 1200 indo 1100 burm 1200 1430 thai 
1300) 

72 58 second part izvestiya corr on un cambodian plan. (rpt thai 101300, 
item 59 on 10 mar list) (camb 1100) 

73 59 pravda editor leonid congratulations to viet natl daily nhan dan's 40th 
anniv. (5 min: viet 1200 1400) 

74 ASIA/PACIFIC 
75 60 tass corr aleksandr vinogradov new delhi dispatch on 11 mar opening in 

new delhi of intI conf 'the future of economics in asia-pacific region,' 
quoting opening address by indian premier chandra shekhar. (300 text: 
tasse 1543) 

76 61 "various aspects of coop": incl anon on soviet-rok fund, which was 
foundin in moscow 2 months ago, noting purpose of this nongovernmental 
organization (3 min); summary izvestiya on soviet-dprk coop (5 min, sent); 
intvw with seoul taekwondo instructor who visited leningrad (5 min). 
(korean 1330) 

77 62 aleksey kondratyev on commencement of 2d round of normalization talks 
between tokyo and pyongyang in japan, reviewing recent party delegation 
visits, pointing to deployment of nuclear weapons on korean peninsula as 
main obstacles to more wide-ranging agreements. (3 min: portbraz 2300 
german 1600 camb 1100 mand 1000) 

78 TB1203153391TAKE4 
79 63 (petrov) on second round of dprk-japan talks for normalization of 

relations. (5 min, sent: korean 1330) 
80 64 dmitriyev on sov-japan ties, hinting at possibility of progress in 

territorial issue despite rise of soviet conservatives. (9.5 min, sent: 
jap 101000) 

81 65 aleksey vasilyev on 50th anniv of thai-ussr diplomatic relations 12 
mar. (6 min: indo 1100 mand 1400) 

82 66 intvw with thai ambassador to moscow, on his life and career, pledging 
full coop. (8 min: thai 1300) 

83 EAST EUROPE 
84 67 anon on economic relations between soviet union and east europe, incl 

intvw with soviet minister of soviet external economic ·coop. (10 min: 
korean 0900) 

85 68 viktor samarin sofia dispatch on trial of todor zhivkov, noting issues 
of political nature are emerging during investigation into zhivkov's 

~. . ... - ..' 
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criminal activities. (3.5 min: mayak 0530) 
86 69 yakov malykin on recent deterioration of soviet-hungarian relations and 

its causes. (5 min: bulgarian 1700) 
87 70 sergey shevikin budapest dispatch on deterioration in soviet-hungarian 

relations, noting preparations for hungarian parliamentary delegation's 
visit to ussr, assessing reasons for deterioration in relations. (3 min: 
hungarian 2000) 

88 71 intvw with soviet foreign ministry official on recent negotiations with 
romanian govt in bucharest. (10 min, poorest: bulgarian 1700) 

89 72 tass corr vladas burbulis warsaw dispatch on 11 mar beginning of polish 
visit by moiseyev, chief general staff of ussr armed forces, briefly 
quoting moiseyev to journalists following talks withskubiszewski, polish 
foreign minister. (150 text sent: tassr 1808) 

90 73 item on cooperation between soviet and polish designers of planes. (3 
min, poor: polish 1600) 

91 74 igor goryayev on recent events in belgrade, describing mass rally in 
opposition to govt policies, drawing comparison with recent rallies in 
moscow. (3 min: serbo 102000) 

92 75 tass corr aleksandr kondrashov belgrade dispatch on 11 mar mass rally 
in belgrade by students and socialists, quoting various speakers at 
demonstration, noting demonstrators demands. (300 text: tasse 1552) 

93 VARSAV PACT 
94 76 vantage point: boris belitskiy assessing soviet attitude to dismantling 

of warsaw pact, briefly quoting general lobov, noting most soviet 
political commentators believe there is now need for nato to reassess its 
role. (4.5 min: enginter 2000) 

95 MILITARY 
96 77 tass corr oleg moskovsky intvw with col.gen. nikolay chekov, soviet dep 

defense minister for building and quatering troops, on problems caused by 
tight schedule for soviet pullout from german territory by end of 1994. 
(300 text sent: tasse 0907 tassr 0730) 

97 SCIENCE 
98 78 "science and engineering." (rpt enginter 080710, item 81 on 8 mar list) 

(enginter 0000) 
99 NATIONALITIES 
100 79 vitaliy gurov on vigorous debates in ussr one week before 17 mar union 

referendum. (rpt enginter 101210, item 80 on 10 mar list) (amharic 101500 
serbo 2000) 

101 80 sergey vorobyev on rights of soviet republics as stipulated in new 
draft union agmt. (rpt german 101600, item 79 on 10 mar list) (mand 0100) 

102 TB1203153491TAKE5 
103 81 tass political analyst sergey kolesnikov noting closer date of 

referendum on union treaty, keener is antagonism between political forces 
in country. (550 text sent: tasse 1854) 

104 82 It-gen popov, rep of military political directorate of ussr armed 
forces, at press conference for military journalists, noting, on the 
whole, organizational preps for holding all-union referendum of 17 mar 
have been completed in army and navy, pointing out districts and 
commissions for holding referendum have been formed in military units on 
territories of those republics where local authorities have rejected idea 
of referendum. (60 text: mayak 1900) . 

105 83 mikhail voronenkov berlin dispatch on preparation for union-wide 
referendum in western group of troops, quoting col vyacheslav gvoromadze, 

.. . 
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head of political dept, on traditions of unit, quoting comments by other 
military personnel. (300 text: tassr 0830) 

106 84 vladislav kozyakov on international response to draft union treaty, 
noting first reports indicate many observers have taken draft with 
optimism, hoping it will be outline for a nation based on a voluntary 
union, democracy and respect for human rights, pointing out yeltsin's tv 
stmt and his call to declare war on national leaders has aroused concern 
in west and some politicians are trying to capitalise on current 
differences in ussr. (3.5 min: enginter 2300) 

107 85 ivan akuratov intvw with prof eduard bagramov on draft union treaty, 
maintaining treaty is a step forward compared with previous union treaty 
in terms of working out of such a model of ussr state structure which 
would provide independence for all subjects of federation and which would 
preserve unity of federation at same time, stressing draft is fair towards 
republics, since it was worked out not by center but by subjects of 
federation. (3.5 min: mayak 0200) 

108 86 aleksey zhuk minsk report on intvw with v.f. kebich, chmn belorussian 
council of ministers, on referendum on preservation of union. (13 min: tv 
1847) 

109 87 sergey vorobyev discussing draft union treaty, outlining some of its 
provisions, noting that although it was product of sharp debate all 
differences have been ironed out, briefly quoting gorbachev address to 
council of federation on future union (brief). (5-3 min: enginter 1210 
1510 1810 2000 2110 german 1600 spanish 2100 arabic 1500 persian 1500 
aaharic 1500 swahili 1700 polish 1600 serbo 2000 hungarian 2000 kor 1100 
camb 1100 1230 lao 1030 1330 viet 1200 1400 urdu 1100 hind 1200 beng1300 
indo 1100 burm 1200 burm 1430; anon: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300) 

110 88 anon reviewing soviet press treatment of draft treaty on ussr federal 
union in view of upcoming 17 mar referendum, anayzing clauses of document 
on certain topics. (3.5 min: greek 2000) 

111 89 oleg shommer report from village of konstantinovka, near saratov, with 
intvws with some soviet germans who arrived for employment advertised by 
neues leben, noting they wanted to restore german culture, language and 
their autonomous republic, mentioning first soviet germans arrived here 
one year ago, and at present there are over 30 of them, quoting nikolay 
(leytman), dpty chmn "revival" oblast society, that main obstacle in fight 
of soviet gemans for restoration of their past is misinterpretation of 
their course, stressing it is not their intention to push out other ethnic 
groups from oblast. (4 min: mayak 0130) 

112 90 mikhail mayorov on yeltsin-gorbachev dispute in ussr. (5 min: romanian 
1700) 

113 91 yeltsin 9 mar address to meeting of reps of 'democratic russia' 
movement in moscow, in which he criticizes gorbachev. (c/r home 091254, 
item 73 on 9 mar list) (text, 1,200 text: £yi comp sent: tassr 1227; 34 
min: home 1201; brief: greek 2000) 

114 92 vitaliy gurov on yeltsin's 9 mar address to meeting of reps of 
'democratic russia' movement in moscow. (4-3 min, excerpt sent: enginter 
1210 1510 german 1600 spanish 2100 arabic 1600 persian 1500 bulgarian 1600 
polish 1600 serbo 2000 mand 1000 1400 viet 14nO lao 1330) 

115 93 nikolay agayants on upcoming all-union referendum and anti-yeltsin 
campaign. (5 min, sent: home 1300) 

116 TB1203153591TAKE6 
117 94 Mikhail kustov criticizing recent vremya coverage of items relating to 
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yeltsin. (3.5 min, sent: home 2130) 
118 95 sergey (omelyanchikov) report on silayev's visit to lyubertsy carpet 

combine, quoting silayev's address to workers of combine (10 min), 
followed by short question-and-answer session. (14 min overal, sent: home 
1340) 

119 96 intvw with lithuanian rep in rsfsr who refers to first anniv of 
declaration of independence and relations with moscow. (5 min: spanla 
2300) 

120 97 (valentina iushina) replying to latam listeners letters about relations 
between soviet republics. (3 min: spanla 2300) 

121 98 summary komsomolskaya pravda corr intvw with uzbekistan president on 
overall policy and prospects of republic. (7 min: mand 0600) 

122 USSR SUPSOV 
123 99 ussr supsov decision on people's deputies giving assistance to holding 

ussr referendum. (text, 400 text sent: tassr 1746) 
124 100 aleksandr ruvinskiy on morinings debates at 11 mar supsov session, 

devoted to yeltsin's speech on 9 march, noting considerable criticism 
expressed over yeltsin's speech, also describing debates on draft law on 
amendments to legislatvie acts on employment. (7 min: home 0900) 

125 101 lyudmila semina on 11 mar supsov session, describing heated 
discussions over recent yeltsin speech to democratic russia movt, also 
debates on prices, incl intvw with yuriy krasilnikov, chmn commission for 
industry on law on procedure for resolving individual labor disputes. (7 
min: mayak 1130) 

126 102 parliamentary diary: andrey nikiforov on 11 mar ussr supsov session, 
noting adoption of law on settling labor disputes, quoting various 
deputies on this law, describing heated debates on ussr supsov stmt on 
yeltsin's recent speech. (22 min, excerpts sent: home 1620) 

127 103 account 11 mar supsov sitting, quoting various deputies on draft law 
on procedure for settling labor disputes, strong debates on yeltsin's 
recent speech to democratic russia movt. (61 min, sent: tv 1847) 

128 104 anon video report on 11 mar work of ussr supsov, noting adoption of 
law on settling individual labor disputes, briefly quoting krasnopivtsev 
of state cmtee on prices, on need for uniform price policy. (6 min: tv 
1530) 

129 105 tsygankov video report from 11 mar supsov session, noting discussions 
on labor dispute bill and yeltsin's recent speech, quoting various 
speakers. (7.5 min: tv 1800) 

130 LIPE IN USSR 
131 106 vyacheslav solovyev on cabinet session of 4th march which discussed 

preventing ussr falling apart. (rpt enginter 101210, item 96 on 10 mar 
list) (serbo 102000) 

132 107 reports on 11 mar moscow meeting between yuriy prokofyev, member cpsu 
cc politburo, valentin pavlov, ussr prime minister with heads of 
industrial enterprises, institutes, and construction sites in city, along 
with secretaries of party cmtee's and party bureaux, briefly quoting 
prokofyev. (200 text sent: tassr 1942; brief: enginter 2200 2300) 

133 108 report on 11 mar meeting between boris yeltsin and chairmen of coal 
miners' strike cmtee's, with gist remarks exchanged. (150 text sent: 
tasse 1423 tassr 1355) 

134 109 vadim solovyev intvw with kgb general (aleksandr karbaynov), on need 
for kgb to continue operations, stressing importance of 
counter-intelligence, noting kgb's relations and coop with other countries 

.. -. -"'.- -~ .... . 
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security agency's. (5-3 min: enginter 1810 2110 portbraz 2300 german 1600 
spanish 2100 arabic 1500 bulgarian 1600 romanian 1700 serbo 2000 hungarian 
2000) 

135 110 (tatyana filippova) intvw with writer eduard radzinskiy on his book 
devoted to life and execution of nicholas the second, describing his 
research into book. (5 min: mayak 0030) 

136 TB1203153691TAKE7 
137 111 intvw with sovi professor on disastrous ecological situation in aral 

sea. (8 min: mand 0700) 
138 112 report on soviet natl economic college opening women's business 

education center in moscow. (5 min: mand 1300) 
139 113 "various aspects of life in soviet union": anon komsomolskaya pravda 

corr intvw with uzbek president on his policies, economic, political 
problems facing uzbekistan (7 min); anon on endeavor to save dying aral 
sea in uzbek and kazakh ssr (8 min); on-the-spot report from (krichakov) 
art gallery where old russian paintings are on display (4 min). (korean 
0900) 

140 114 "perestroyka -- problems and solutions." (rpt german 041700, item 102 
on 4 mar list) (german 1700) 

141 115 intv with chief engineer of zil about ikarusz-zil coop plans. 
(hungarian 2000) 

142 116 soviet people's cultural life: incl celebrations marking intI women's 
day, 130th death anniv of noted ukrainian post, soviet theater in 
alma-ata. (25 min: mand 1000) 

143 117 "soviet union today." (rpt greek 062000, item 150 on 6 mar list) 
(greekcy 1730) 

144 118 ussr today: (volobiyev) on signing of draft union treaty (3 min); 
intvw with gen (kharbaynov), former rep of natl security comm, on question 
of state security (4 min) (mand 1300) 

145 119 "know the ussr." (rpt amharic 201500, item 131 on 21 feb list) 
(amharic 101500) 

146 120 "reviewing listeners letters": listeners express preferences in their 
radio listening, info on russian orthodox church and its icon relics. (5 
min: enginter 2300) 

147 121 misc internal ussr items: 32: soy 6 democ 1 eur 2 latam 3 mideast 3 
asc 6 asnc 11 

148 UNPRO: tv 0900 enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 
1800 1900 dari 1500 

149 POOR: polish 1600 
150 HISSED: czech/slovak 1800 (endall) 11 Har 91 
151 TB1203153791TAKE8 
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